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ABSTRACT

The ENDURUNS project is a European Research project of the Horizon 2020 framework, which has as its main objective 
to achieve the optimum and intelligent use of green hydrogen energy for long-term ocean surveys. The ENDURUNS system 
comprises an Unmanned Surface Vehicle (USV) and an Autonomous Underwater Vehicle (AUV) with gliding capability. 
The power pack of the USV integrates Li-ion batteries with photovoltaic panels, whilst the AUV employs Li-ion batteries 
and a hydrogen fuel cell. It is essential to develop a continuous monitoring ca-pability for the different systems of the vehicles. 
Data transmission between the devices onboard presents challenges due to the volume and structure of the different datasets. 
A telecommunications network has been designed to manage the operational components considered in the project. The 
autonomous vehicles perform measurements, providing their position and other data wirelessly. The system will generate 
a great volume of various signals during the survey. The Remote Control Centre needs to be interfaced with the vehicles 
in order to receive, manage and store the acquired data. An Underwater Internet of Things (IoT) platform is designed to 
establish efficient and smart data management. This study presents an exhaustive survey to analyse the telecommunication 
systems employed in the autonomous vehicles, including the back-end, user interface and mobile units. This paper presents 
the novel design of the hardware and software structure of the ENDURUNS project with regard to the literature, where 
its components and their in-terconnection layers are detailed, which is a novel scientific and technological approach for 
autonomous seabed surveying in deep oceans or in coastal areas.

Keywords:  Underwater Internet of Things (UIoT); autonomous underwater vehicles; unmanned surface vehicles; clean energy; data 
management; data transmission

InTroDUcTIon

Ocean exploration is currently one of the most ambitious 
challenges in marine research. The greater part of the oceans 
(~75%) is yet to be surveyed [1]. There are various initiatives 
from governments and organisations, e.g., the International 
Hydrographic Commission or Intergovernmental Oceanographic 
Commission of UNESCO, for promoting submarine mapping 
and exploration, such as “Seabed 2030” [2]. ENDURUNS [3] is 

a research project to develop and demonstrate a long-endurance 
sea surveying autonomous unmanned vehicle with gliding 
capability powered by renewable energy. The project seeks to 
promote an enhanced monitoring capability of the oceans whilst 
employing advanced analytics coupled with extended operational 
endurance thanks to the hydrogen stored onboard, which will 
be used to recharge the batteries whenever required [4]. The 
ENDURUNS project is thus based on the use of autonomous 
marine vehicles for submarine mapping and inspection based 
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on the use of clean energy. The power supply for the unmanned 
surface vehicle supporting the AUV glider is based on solar 
energy in combination with hydrogen fuel cells [5]. The use of 
hydrogen fuel cells on the AUV glider, capable of operating up to 
a depth of 6 km, coupled with the unmanned surface vehicle in 
the role of the mothership, is novel and has not been attempted 
previously. Depending on the type of the mission, the energy 
consumption profile will vary. Since the AUV can be scaled up 
or scaled down, different amounts of hydrogen can be stored 
onboard and using different hydrogen storage options, including 
pressure vessels up to 700 bar, a liquid hydrogen storage tank or 
metal hydrides. Thus, extended performance can be achieved 
as required by the mission profile.

Underwater observation systems like ENDURUNS meet 
the growing demand for technological improvement in ocean 
exploration and monitoring aimed at increasing our understanding 
of the ocean interior for a valuable number of scientific, industrial 
and political reasons [6, 7]. Deep water exploration and new 
data collection in this domain are of special interest to provide 
new insights into a variety of geological and ecological processes 
[8, 9], such as underwater hydrocarbons exploration, offshore 
carbon capture and storage, exploitation of deep-sea mineral 
resources, as well as for seafloor observatories [10-13]. At the 
same time, political drivers push toward the implementation 
of new coordinated marine monitoring programmes for 
establishing, preserving and restoring relevant Marine Protected 
Areas, as stated in the EU Marine Strategy Framework Directive 
(2008/56/EC). To satisfy all the interests in marine observation, 
better seabed mapping resolution is needed to increase the data 
accuracy for geohazard analysis (e.g., landslides, fluid escape 
features, mobile substrates), environmental impact assessments 
and monitoring (e.g., leaking hydrocarbons/CO2 and repeated 
monitoring of benthic habitats and ecosystems to protect marine 
biodiversity). In this context, it is indicative that the General 
Bathymetric Chart of Oceans (GEBCO) [14], operating under the 
auspices of the International Hydrographic Organization (IHO) 
and the Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission (IOC) of 
UNESCO [15, 16], has set the objective to promote international 
collaboration for facilitating the complete mapping of the ocean 
floor by 2030, under the “Seabed 2030” initiative [14]. Charting 
the oceans and evaluating their resources is of great importance 
also to the global economy and societal security, since it provides 
direct information to generate more reliable climate-change 
models and a sustainable food production chain, understand 
the quality and status of sea habitats, or explore new offshore 
energy and mining resources [17]. 

The large volumes of data collected by the ENDURUNS 
sensors for the seabed mapping [3] are a bottleneck for real-
time or quasi-real-time monitoring operations and bring 
the challenges of data analytic capacity and transmission. 
Therefore, the interpretation of signals and the generation of 
new knowledge of societal relevance, based on these vast and 
complex data, can only be achieved with the use of appropriate 
technological developments capable of detecting and extracting 
useful information from the collected data, with the aim of 
easing the quasi-real-time communication activities between 
the observation system and the data end user [18, 19].

The subsea telecommunications infrastructure is less accessible 
than on land. For this purpose, different platforms and systems 
are available for supporting the connectivity of the devices at 
the surface, e.g., the Automatic Identification System (AIS) [20] 
based on Very High Frequency (VHF) radio [21] or the wireless 
network technology Mobile ad-hoc Networks (MANETs), to 
give basic information such as identification, location, speed, 
course or destination of the marine devices, etc. [22]. For 
navigation, the Global Positioning System (GPS), Glogal´naya 
Navigatsionnaya Sputnikovaya Systema (GLONASS) [23], or 
new high-accuracy systems such as Precise Point Positioning 
(PPP) [24] in a Global Navigation System (GNSS) integration 
are employed [25]. Telecommunications underwater are more 
complex and complicated because electromagnetic signals 
are highly attenuated and therefore have a low transmission 
range [26]. Nevertheless, besides the consolidated acoustic 
communication approaches [27], new wireless electromagnetic 
and optical technologies for underwater data communication 
systems have been investigated [28]. Marine-related industries, 
e.g., offshore oil and gas, power transmission, logistics and 
offshore renewable energy, need precise and safe Information 
Technology (IT) systems for their future development and 
competitiveness [29, 30]. The advances in robotics and sensor 
technologies allow efficient monitoring and promote the 
development of highly complex systems and applications [31-33]. 
The telematic and wireless control of systems provides broad and 
flexible configuration of industrial and technical processes [34]. 
These issues have been taken into account in the ENDURUNS 
project, developing a complex and robust connection network 
to ensure monitoring and management of different devices.

In the context of the Industry 4.0 revolution, the Internet of 
Things (IoT) term was developed in the 1990s, being associated 
with new concepts such as smart city/smart industry [35]. 
It refers to the capability of making content and services 
understandable by devices without human involvement. It is 
leading social, political, commercial and industrial changes. 
The process of digitisation is a strategic and economic key 
for any government and company, leading to increasing 
the volume, and variety, of data (known as Big Data) [35]. 
Nevertheless, the model and design of the land-based IoT 
cannot be adopted directly in the ocean exploration context. 
Therefore, the Underwater Internet of Things (UioT) model has 
been adopted for defining smart networks of interconnected 
underwater and land-based objects, possibly coupled with 
self-learning and intelligent computing services.

Big Data was defined by IBM in 2012 [36] by the properties 
of the volume, velocity and variety of the dataset. Big Data 
analysis requires the development of deep knowledge of their 
installations and operations together with robust and complex 
algorithms [37, 38]. The design of a unified data architecture 
and online applications is a challenge [39]. The ENDURUNS 
project considers the Remote Monitoring and Control Centre 
(RMCC) as a node for the implementation of a UIoT platform, 
allowing a novel interface for the control and communication 
of surface and submarine vehicles during their mission. This 
methodology would enable an online monitoring and data 
analysis. 
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The main contributions of this paper are summarised as 
follows:
•  An exhaustive survey is presented to analyse the communication 

systems employed in autonomous underwater vehicles (AUV) 
and unmanned surface vehicles (USV), including the back-
end, user interface and mobile units. 

•  The details of the ENDURUNS project telecommunications 
systems are presented. The novel design of the hardware 
and software architecture used in the project’s installations 
according to the literature, describing the elements and devices 
parts and their interconnection layers, is discussed.

•  The use of UIoT for the ENDURUNS parameters and systems 
monitoring is investigated. This technology is employed for 
intelligent data management through online platforms and 
applications.

The rest of the paper is as follows: Section 2 presents the 
communication system considered in the ENDURUNS project, 
describing the data transmission strategy between the devices. 
Sub-section 2.1 describes the IT system and the data network 
architecture. The project software and hardware configurations 
and functionality layers are also discussed. Back-end and User 
Interface Blocks are described and analysed in Subsections 2.2 
and 2.3, while Sub-section 2.4 explains the devices’ (AUV and 
USV) IT blocks and associated infrastructure. Sub-section 2.5 
details the emergency contingency plan for data retrieval 
in the case of failure. Section 3 studies the implementation 
and application of UIoT for marine and submarine surveys 
and inspections through autonomous vehicles, and also the 
implementation of UIoT systems within ENDURUNS. Finally, 
the main conclusions are presented in Section 4.

commUnIcATIons sysTem 
In enDUrUns 

The survey performance of the ENDURUNS project is given 
through the integration of the USV with the AUV. Both vehicles 
use clean energy sources. The real-time piloting and monitoring 
approach of the vehicles is represented by the communications 
infrastructure shown in Fig. 1. This infrastructure is based on 
the Remote Monitoring Control Centre (RMCC), in which the 
hardware and physical user interface are hosted, together with 
the data storage and network devices. A similar approach has 
been employed in MUNIN [40].

The data transmission between the components of the 
system will be supported by satellite and technologies such as 
VHF, wireless and positioning (Fig. 2). These transmissions 
are performed across both water and air. AUV data acquisition 
from subsea will be sent to the USV through an acoustic 
communication system when the AUV is submerged, and 
through a wireless communication system when the AUV is 
at the sea surface. The USV saves and processes the information 
received from the AUV and sends it through satellite 
communication to the RMCC.

sysTem ArchITecTUre

The intercommunication components design has been 
done considering the long-range transmission, data volume, 
data heterogeneity transmission speed and the transmission 
medium between devices [42]. It is possible to define various 
communication technologies depending on the functionality or 
attribution of them. The power source, together with the energy 
consumption, are the main bottleneck of the system. For the 
wireless connectivity, the most common technology applied 
is the Internet through Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) 
properly configured for the ports, modems or Wifi AP (Access 
Point) of the project devices [43]. Ethernet in the AUV and USV 
uses Local Area Net (LAN) connections [44] and wireless LAN 
(WLAN) [45]. Weighted data transfer buses, Universal Serial 
Bus (USB) or Height Definition Multimedia Interface (HDMI) 
are used to connect different sensors from/to the process and 

Fig. 1. Telecommunications strategy in ENDURUNS project [41] Fig. 2. ENDURUNS data transmission schematic

Fig. 3. ENDURUNS data network architecture
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storage units [46]. A detailed block diagram of the data network 
architecture is presented in Fig. 3.

A pyramidal communications structure is considered 
between devices, the AUV being in the base and the RMCC 
in the top. The USV works as a link and port between them, 
managing the long-range data transfers and the energy 
source. There are some research studies discussing offshore 
communication nodes with physical platforms, e.g., between 
surface buoys and underwater points, to support a high-speed 
connection net [47]. In this case, the underwater wireless sensor 
network has a fixed geometry, providing reference points for 
the AUV and USV missions [48]. One of the applications of 

the ENDURUNS vehicle system is seabed mapping, where the 
AUV is equipped with an acoustic sonar and optical sensors 
producing a complete three-dimensional seafloor vision. That 
generates a high volume of data [49]. In this case, it is necessary 
to install modems on both the USV (Fig. 4) and the AUV 
(Fig. 5) for ensuring real-time navigation control and precise 
data geo-referencing.

The system communication specifications were defined 
in terms of transmission systems, devices connections, 
transmission environment, data speed rate, and transmission 
ranges. These components were proposed for the optimal 
performance in marine environment operations according 

Fig. 4. USV data management hardware

Fig. 5. AUV data management hardware
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to the current state-of-the-art technologies and recent 
technological advances (Table 1).

A trade-off between project requirements and communication 
limitations can be found in [72] to minimise the energy 
consumption of the AUV. In addition to the previous aspects, the 
size, weight, shape and price of the different systems have been 
taken into account to choose the most appropriate elements for 
the installation. The data exchange technologies employed in 
the ENDURUNS project are presented in Table 2 according to 
the communication paths designed between the vehicles and 
RMCC during the mission.

Christensen et al. [73] defined the internal layers and the 
IT configuration in the design of communication and control 
for swarms of aquatic surface drones. Fig. 6 shows the design 
adopted in ENDURUNS.

Tab. 1. Data transfer specifications

Tab. 2. ENDURUNS telecommunications set-up

TRANSMISSION SYSTEM ENVIRONMENT MAX. SPEED RATE  RANGE

Acoustic waves, Very Low Frequency (VLF) [50] Water 300 kbps [51] Short/medium distance

Ultrasound [52, 53] Water 35 kbps [53] In contact/short distance

GEO satellite [54] Air/Water 492 kbps Medium/long distance

Iridium Short Burst Data (SBD) / INMARSAT [55] Air 128 kbps
384 kbps Medium/long distance

Internet (3G,4G, LTE) [56] Air 10 Mbps [57] Medium/longdistance 

Ethernet (LAN/WLAN) [58, 59] Air/Water 300 Mbps [60]
1 Gbps [61]

In contact 
Short/medium distance

VHF[62] Air 9.6 kbps [63] Long distance

VDES (VHF Data Exchange System) [64] Air 302 kbps [65] Long distance

HDMI [66] Air/Water 3,4 Gbps In contact

USB/USB type C [67, 68] Air/Water 10 Gbps [69] In contact

Microwave pinless [70] Air/Water 100 Mbps [71] In contact

COMMU-NICA-TION PATH ASSOCIATED TECHNOL-OGIES DEVICES FIGURES

RMCC to USV L Band satellite link mounted on the AUV Thales 
VesseLINK

RMCC to AUV SDB satellite link mounted on the AUV Iridium Edge

AUV to USV WiFi link when AUV is on the surface WAV Link router AERIAL 
HD4-AC1200

AUV to USV Acoustic link when the AUV is submerged EvoLogics Acoustic
Modem S2CR 18/34H/USBL

Fig. 6. Schematic diagram of IT structure
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The following sections present each block with the different 
layers and structures shown in Fig. 6. They  discusses the 
functionalities of each block according to the following: 
Data storage; Data processing; Control system; Monitoring; 
Communication system; Data acquisition; and Operator tools.

BAcK-enD BlocK

The back-end block is a critical component in any IT system. 
This layer of the system is entrusted with managing the data 
inputs from the software used in the project. The back-end, or 
binary logic development, presents the black box for the project 
operations and coordination. This block is responsible for 
management of the hardware and software infrastructures for 
the correct data acquisition treatment, analysis and storage  74]. 
This block works for a UIoT in the ENDURUNS project, leading 
applications and online platforms with an intelligent condition 
monitoring [75]. Fig. 7 shows a scheme of the RMCC design 
and the high-level executive.

The RMCC is the reference physical unit for this block. The 
RMCC manages from the ground the rest of the mobile units and 
satellite connections of the project. One of the main functionalities 
layers of this block is the storage, due to the importance of the 
configuration of the project database and its infrastructure 
[76]. This layer is associated with the processing and control 
layers working for the operation of the vehicle in a mission 

programme [77]. Finally, there are two more layers in the back-
end configuration: a monitoring layer that shows the state of the 
mission and vehicles parameters, and the communication layer 
that holds the connectivity and data transmissions of the units 
and formats required in the project  78].

User InTerfAce BlocK

The user interface block is the high-level software tool to be 
integrated in the IT infrastructure, allowing the operator to 
manage the mission. Some studies about the online interface 
classify the system architecture modes between in-mission 
or post-mission analysis [79]. This block will be in the root of 
the RMCC, being the platform for the user interaction and 
monitoring. It is possible to define two main utility classes 
in this block: the visualisation, or monitoring applications, 
including project data visualisation and mission, vehicles, 
and units monitoring [80]; and the mission planner tools and 
the vehicles control, focused on the interface of the input and 
output parameters for the mission operations [81]. Fig. 8 shows 
a diagram of this block structure.

The mission planner tools, via the RMCC, also have the 
capacity to control and monitor the location of the vehicles 
through their sensors and the communications satellite. This 
leads to real-time monitoring by the operator or user, being 
useful in the case of mission changes or incidents.

Fig. 7. RMCC and high-level visualisation
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moBIle UnITs BlocKs

The block configurations for the AUV and USV have been 
considered, having similar architecture and use of technologies. 
The design of these blocks takes into account the role of each 
vehicle during the mission. The connectivity between the 
AUV and the USV ensures a double-link communication, the 
AUV being the vehicle which hosts the main data acquisition 
device. The block layers configuration reproduces the back-
end block principles [82]. Nevertheless, in this block there is 
a significant new functionality layer named data acquisition 
[83]. It manages the input data acquired in the inspection 
environment regarding the navigation of the vehicles [84], 
i.e., the input/output sequence for the control, processing or 
storage layer of the system. Related to the data transmission 
and communication layers, the ultrasounds handler, wireless 
handler, and satellite (this one only for the USV) are considered. 
The vehicle blocks also host a monitor and storage layer to 
develop the data from these devices.

The block configurations are included in the IT structure, 
a complex and coordinate system resumed in the four major 
blocks. The software and configuration have been designed 
according to the IT principles and functionalities [85].

emergency conTIngency PlAn  
for DATA reTrIevAl

AUVs are required to operate in complex and adverse 
conditions. In the event of a failure, an emergency contingency 
plan for easy retrieval of the data that has already been obtained 
must be in place. A backup of the collected data will be constantly 
updated via USB to a Secure Digital (SD) card. This SD card 
will be stored in a “bubble” which can be made of polymers 
such as polycarbonate (PC) or polyether ether ketone (PEEK), 
or metals such as aluminium or stainless steel. The choice of 
the bubble material will depend on the required depth for the 
mission. This “data bubble” will be powered by a small Li-ion 
battery. In an emergency, the USB connection will be turned off 
and the USB cable will be severed by an actuator, allowing for 

the release of the data bubble. The data bubble is buoyant and 
will float to the surface, where it will be retrieved by the USV. 

UIoT ImPlemenTATIon

Nowadays, Industry 4.0 facilities are being employed in 
cases related to UIoT use in marine industry, e.g., in fishing 
exploitation management [86], navigation and localisation 
systems infrastructure or oceans data acquisition and cartography 
[21]. UIoT is beginning to be employed in some initiatives and 
projects [87], e.g., the European project SUNRISE [88]. The 
ENDURUNS project proposes a UIoT implementation based 
on an IT structure [89]. The integration of this novel technology 
assumes an evolution for the automation, real- time and web 
monitoring capability [90]. The combined use of UIoT with IT 
requires technical and high-level computation integration [91].

TechnologIes AnD InfrAsTrUcTUres

The sensors employed are configured together with the latest 
connectivity technologies to guarantee optimum performance 
[92, 93]. Through the use of mobile networks, e.g., 3G, Long 
Term Evolution (LTE), 4G [56], MANETs, wireless and satellite 
supports, it has been possible to develop a web application, 
similar to those presented in [94, 95]. The acquisition of massive 
data from the sensor layer is managed by the user. Therefore, 
the security, privacy and integrity of data are important.

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) are also considered 
in UIoT applications [96], with the aim of analysing the 
external information. This physical platform consists in the 
distribution of nodes (low-power devices) in the study area, 
allowing monitoring or support tasks for the principal devices 
or vehicles [97]. The node input information is acquired and 
sent by wireless means to the RMCC or interface devices. 
Furthermore, these nodes can work as storage and process 
units [98]. This technology appears in different topologies: the 
star mode (multiple peripheral nodes around the central node); 
tree mode (a variation of the star mode having ordinary nodes, 

Fig. 8. User interface block visualisation
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partner nodes and root nodes); mesh mode (multiple routes, 
each node working as a router); and hierarchical mode (head 
nodes with a subordinate node group) [33]. The configuration 
and use of this technique considers a WSN protocol compatible 
with the main objective [99]. For the submarine environment, 
a specific communication technology with the same principle 
as WSN has been defined. This technology uses the underwater 
acoustic sensor networks (UWSNs) [100] by locating the 
mentioned nodes in the seabed [101].

The Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) technique 
has also been considered [102]. This method is analogous 
to the commonly used barcode identification; nevertheless, 
this new format allows advantages such as storage capacity 
or programming features [103]. The RFID would be useful 
to establish a database for different applications, managing 
devices or sensors by the user or RMCC.

cAse sTUDy

The configuration of the ENDURUNS technology is focused 
on online monitoring between the RMCC and both the AUV 
and CSV vehicles. During the mission, the offshore meteorology 
or environment conditions could affect the mission. To 
address this issue, it employed a web application based on the 
outcome of state agencies or international organisations for 
weather condition monitoring [104]. Furthermore, a WSN is 
established with strategic localisation points. These physical 
nodes work as an interconnection net between the AUV and 
USV, providing a communication system for data storage and 
satellite data transmissions. The WSN leads to exploiting the 
existing ocean surface or submarine infrastructures such as 
buoys nets, oil platforms or underwater pipelines [105]. The 
definition of the submarine transmission protocols, the node 
routing technologies and its constraints are considered in the 
UWSN application [106].

The RFID technology is employed in the AUV and USV 
[107], having the possibility of increasing the number of 
vehicles in the mission. It is suggested that, for multiple vehicles 

working and surveying at the same time, RFID should be used 
to report the collected information to the system [108].

The integration of the UIoT platform in the ENDURUNS 
project architecture is done by a back-end review or upgrade. 
The UIoT synchronises the IT layers with the AUV and 
USV, and RMCC devices. It is possible to establish different 
system architecture levels between the data layer (commonly 
using the cloud platform) [109], the communication layer 
(telecommunications networks) [110] and the sensing layer 
(the UIoT technologies implemented and the devices’ physical 
infrastructures) [111]. The schematic diagram shown in Fig. 9 
considers the UIoT architecture used in the ENDURUNS 
project. The back-end also includes characterisation in the 
sensing, gateway [112] and server blocks [113]. For the safety 
of the project performance, it is important to develop a security 
protocol and tools to guarantee the protection of the system 
[114]. The volume of marine data has increased substantially 
in recent years. Therefore, big data protection and storage 
create a need to design a safe system using technologies such 
as blockchain or complex encryption [115].

Fig. 10. Example of monitoring interface

Fig. 9. Proposed UIoT architecture for the ENDURUNS project
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Fig. 10 shows an example of the monitoring results, plots 
of some variables such as the minimum and maximum 
temperatures in the ground and air, atmospheric pressure, 
a  surface map with key points and other details, and 
a submarine photo of an object.

Fig. 11 shows an example of routing together with some 
signals such as the generator temperature, generator voltage, 
route map, details of the mission map, etc.

The UIoT implementation needs a test process or proven 
validation to ensure the correct operation of the project [116]. 
The implementation, optimisation and maintenance of the 
process could be supported by external experts or specialist 
enterprises of the UIoT sector and government permissions, 
involving outsourced facilities in many cases [117]. The UIoT 
evolution for this project involves a measurable economic 
investment on account of the software, hardware, and the 
procurement of IT infrastructures [118].

conclUsIons

In relation to the exploration of the ocean and offshore 
surveys, the European Commission has promoted initiatives 
and investment in renewable energies and marine industrial 
modernisation. The ENDURUNS project, part of the Horizon 
2020 programme, is attempting to realise the offshore and seabed 
monitoring and inspection capability using clean energies and 
guaranteeing an endurance optimisation of the project devices. 

To understand the project achievements, the system 
description and infrastructure configuration have been 
presented. The data network architecture performing the 
classification of the different hardware of the project and 
functional units (RMCC, USV and AUV) has been defined. 

Based on this preliminary design, an intelligent system in 
the line of Industry 4.0 has been proposed. The use of UIoT in 
different marine industry sectors such as shipping, fishing, or 
navigation motivates the application of this technology in the 
project. UIoT is based in different technologies commonly used 

with this aim, considering sensors, storage, identification and 
communication layers. It allows for real-time monitoring of the 
system devices through modern wireless communications. In 
relation to the data analysis or big data, the project is able to 
process a large volume of information with the use of an online 
host such as the cloud. Finally, the survey area or exploration 
capacity is increased with the use of a multiple vehicles network, 
using tools of identification and coordination for the mission 
operations.
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